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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Understanding the soil conditions is 
essential to improving the yield of your 
crop, whether you are a small home 
garden, larger family farm, or professional 
golf course. 
 
Gauging the health of the soil is difficult 
without continuous spot-testing. 
Understanding how much you are 
watering is generally based on a gut 
feeling and not actual data points. 
Knowing when to water and how much to 
apply is only the start of the problem. 
There are many other data points about 
the soil—root mass, amount of sunlight 
and heat dissipation—that are simply not 
known or understood.
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CHALLENGES

Translating technical and environmental requirements into a physical product

I had zero experience with 3D-printing, nor had I done any work in CAD, but I was 
fascinated by both and jumped at the opportunity to learn

Ongoing optimization of CAD models for improved manufacturing and assembly

In-ground 3D prints are, by their nature, porous and prone to flooding when 
exposed to irrigation, heating/cooling, expanding/contracting during the day. 
Compounding this is environmental degradation of the plastic materials; the 
longer they stay in the ground, the more delamination takes place

3D prints take nearly 10 hours per device given the density of the model

Connection to the cellular network for transmission of the data was initially 
spotty, and because our target market is, shall we say “a bit isolated,” knowing 
where the devices were installed if they lost connection is problematic
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SOLUTION STRATEGY

1 The connection of a 360-view from physical in-ground 
environmental sensor enclosures, to an on-demand 
data analytics dashboard available on any device

2 Starting off with physical 3D printed prototypes, 
continue to refine and adjust to save time, cost, 
materials, while also improving overall design, 
quality and reliability.

3 Real-time analytics from each device location 
displaying light levels, soil moisture, relative humidity, 
temperature and salinity. Combine with additional 
sources of data from USDA satellite imagery to local 
weather stations and forecasts.

4 Create a full identity package including website 
design/dev, printing of conference booth materials, 
marketing and brochures
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RESULTS 1/2:  PHYSICAL PRODUCT

Within a year and half we had transitioned over to 
professional manufacturing of the main product, thus 
removing any inherent issues from the 3D printing process. 
Because of the number of iterations and improvements 
over the entirety of the product, production and assembly 
of an individual device went from 2 days (including print 
time and post-processing) to under 10 minutes.  
 
Initial prototypes were manually assembled from close to 
a thousand individual parts, but after going to full supply 
chain and pre-manufactured PCB, wiring harness, CNC 
milled housings, the total parts reduced to about a dozen.  
 
Patent: US D826,737 
“Sealable housing for enclosing sensors”
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RESULTS 2/2:  DIGITAL SERVICES

The front-end design and development of the Dashboard 
proved to be the easier part. A responsive, touch-enabled UI 
was designed and built to make the “landscape” of your data 
front and center, giving the user complete awareness of what 
was going on within a simple and clean, single layout. 
Eventually we added the ability to control other physical 
hardware, say your garden sprinkler, to automatically or 
manually turn on/off depending on soil and weather data.
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mesur

12:45 PM

100%

VIEW DEVICES

View Devices

Find Device, Customer, etc.

Filter

Filter Device List

Reset

Cancel

mesur
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100%

FILTER SETTINGS

View 24 Devices

Add Customer Filter

Device Status

WARNING

INFO

GOOD

Customer ID

Course ID

Device ID

Chevy Chase Club

CCC1

01000140A

100%

mesur
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100%

DEVICE INSTALLED

Installed!

Device 140A is now installed.  Please allow at least 
12hrs for auto-calibration to complete.

Install Another Device

Swap a Device
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SWAP A DEVICE

Swap A Device

Scan the ID of the current device you are removing.

Customer ID

Course ID

Device ID

Chevy Chase Club

CCC1

01000140A
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100%

SCAN REPLACEMENT

Swap A Device

Scan the ID of the NEW device you are installing.

Customer ID

Course ID

Device ID

Chevy Chase Club

CCC1

01000426A
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DEVICES SWAPPED

Swapped!

Device 140A has been successfully replaced by 426A.

Please allow at least 12hrs for auto-calibration.

Install a Device

Swap Another Device
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100%

ADD NEW DEVICES

Adding New Devices

Scan the module, tap NEXT to scan the Device ID.  

When finished, tap STOP.

Device ID

Serial No

Node ID

010000568A  

19406877
00:80:00:00:04:00:4F:BD
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100%

SCAN DEVICE ID

Adding New Devices

Scan the Device ID, tap ADD to scan a new module.  

When finished, tap STOP.

Device ID

Serial No

Node ID
01000140A 

19406877
00:80:00:00:04:00:4F:BD
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DEVICE QUEUE

Prepare your Queue

169 Devices are in your queue
(tap a device to change or rescan it) mesur
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100%

PROCESSING QUEUE

Great Job!

Now connecting 169 devices.

We’ll take it from here, you can leave at any time.

All Devices

Add New Devices to Network
Using your camera, scan as many 

modules as you have to add them 

to your queue for processing.
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VIEW CUSTOMER
DEVICES

View Devices

Find Device, Customer, etc.

Filter
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100%

DEVICE DETAILS

Status

Last Report

Battery Level

Good – Online

Today @ 1045

90%

CHARGING

12 Alerts

MY ROLE & RESPONSIBILITIES

Learn and lead all 3D printing and processing 
Learn and lead all CAD modeling and refinement 
Parts and materials sourcing and logistics 
Final assembly and quality control 
Design of all patent illustrations and filing document 
Selected on-site installations

Physical Device

UX UI design and front-end dev of data dashboard 
UX UI design of forward-thinking mobile app 
UX UI design of MVP garden assistant mobile app 
Logo, brand identity and corporate collateral 
Marketing material and booth design 
Company website design, dev and mgmt

Other Areas
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TOOLS I USED
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QUESTIONS?

Thank You!

www.DavidMeyerson.com




